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The Statistics

Institution Rates

Source: Unified Patents
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Institutions for Challenged Claims

Source: Unified Patents
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Reason IPR Was Not Instituted
Merits v. Procedural

Merits

Procedural
Source: Fish
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Reason IPR Was Not Instituted
Merits

Missing limitation
Motivation to combine
Prior art status

Procedural

Advanced stage of litigation
325(d)
Parallel petition
Inefficient use of Board resources
Serial petition

Source: Fish
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POPR Filings
Total Filings
POPR NOT FILED
25%

Institution Denied

Institution Granted

POPR NOT FILED
7%

POPR NOT FILED
14%

POPR FILED
75%

POPR FILED
86%

POPR FILED
93%

Source: Fish
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POPR Filings
POPR NOT FILED

Not Instituted
27%

Instituted
73%

Source: Fish
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Common Pitfalls
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Missing Limitation

Signs That Petitioner May Have Misplaced A Limitation

• Reliance on broad or unique claim
construction
• Failure to provide needed construction
• Glossing over a claim detail
• Failed assumption
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Failed Claim Construction (Example #1)

IPR2020-00053

• Medical treatment claims required dose distribution “intensity map”
• Evidence from both experts confirmed ordinary meaning to relate to a “single beam”
• Petitioner argued lexicography
In order to read the claims onto Webb 2001 as
supplemented by Mohan, Petitioner relies on the
claim construction of an intensity map as “a
representation of dose distribution.” See Pet. 30–31.
As indicated above, we do not adopt Petitioner’s
claim construction . . . .
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Additional Claim Construction Problems
• Failure to propose construction (e.g., for expressly defined term)
– IPR2020-00229

• Proposed construction rejected
– IPR2020-00276, IPR2020-00304
• Adopted PO’s claim construction of “identifier” and then found that Petitioner failed to
show that the prior art disclosed that limitation

• Means plus function (failure to show corresponding structure)
– IPR2020-00272
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Glossing Over Claim Detail (Example #1)

IPR2020-00067

• Claim limitation: “a second cost function to enhance
delivery efficiency by reducing a number of radiation
beam segments and reducing a number of radiation
beam monitor units required for delivery”

• Petition relies on teaching of “enhanced delivery
efficiency” in prior art …
– … and argued that it was known to do so as
claimed – by reducing the number of radiation
segments and monitoring units
• Board found that the details were missing from the
prior art
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Glossing Over Claim Detail (Example #1)

IPR2020-00067

• Interesting Pre-Institution Use
of Expert by Patent Owner
– Board credited Patent Owner’s Expert who explained in detail
how the references should be understood and why Petitioner’s
expert’s assumptions were incorrect
– The Board noted that Petitioner’s
expert offered “speculations” without
sufficient explanation
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Glossing Over Claim Detail (Example #2)

IPR2020-00093

• Claim required:
– ….send, via the network, instructions to the depositorcontrolled computing device, the instructions configured
for execution using the network browser … configured
upon execution to …
– set at least one parameter on a hardware image
capture device in communication with the network
browser
• Prior art disclosed:
– Downloaded plug-in software with user options to
control image capture device
• Board found:
– Parameter set by user using downloaded software and
not by instructions from network
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Failed Assumption (Example #1)

IPR2020-00160

• Informal failed claim construction
• Claim required: “obtaining an engine performance command”
• Petitioner argued that a “conventional accelerator pedal”
provided a “command”
• Board: pedal provided a variable, but not a command because
the opening of the throttle valve was based on many inputs,
only one of which was the pedal position
• Board rejected Petitioner’s suggestion that any variable
qualifies as a “command”
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Failed Assumption (Example #2)

IPR2020-00160

• Assuming implicit operation of prior art
• Claim required that server must “confirm to the first
computing device that the encryption key was requested
by the second computing device and was sent to the
second computing device”
• Petitioner argued that “confirmation” of the request must
take place when key server provides encryption key
• Board: Even if the recipient could “infer” from
context that the key was sent upon a request, the
claim requires a specific confirmation
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Failed Assumption (Example #2)

IPR2020-00185

• “A POSITA WOULD HAVE UNDERSTOOD . . .”
• Claim: Surgical tool with clip that can be opened and
closed
A new way of looking at a reference

• Prior art showed tool having a wire that pulled legs of a clip
closed. No disclosure of re-opening clip
• Petitioner argued that a POSITA would have understood
that the wire could be a pushed to open the clip

• Board rejected testimony of expert because no analysis
performed showing prior art wire could actually push clip
open
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Motivation To Combine With A
Reasonable Expectation Of Success

Potential Issues
• Unnecessary modification
• Redundant
• Incompatible
• Inadequate explanation
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Unnecessary Modification (Example)

IPR2019-01066

• Claimed invention (chamfers)
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Unnecessary Modification (Example)

IPR2019-01066

• Proposed modification and motivation to combine

When the foot is moved into the internal passage, the lower foot may have a tendency to
contact the bottom portion of the internal passage. Thus, it would have been obvious to add a
chamfer to provide smoother operation of the instrument.
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Unnecessary Modification (Example)

IPR2019-01066

• Institution Decision
– There is no need for a chamfer in the combination
• When a staple cartridge is in place, the sled causes the lower foot to
ride near the top of the lower passage, which is well above the lower
surface of the instrument obviating the need for a chamfer
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Redundant (Example)

IPR2020-00014

• Primary reference
– Merchandise display security devices that include anti-theft features for preventing theft
of an item being displayed

• Proposed reason to modify
– To increase the sound level of a speaker, thereby creating a louder alarm

• Institution Decision
– The primary reference already includes a dual alarm system, where at least one alarm is
capable of alerting store personnel
– The Petition does not provide a reasoned explanation as to why the primary reference
would benefit from a louder alarm
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Incompatible (Example)

IPR2020-00170

• Primary reference
– A document matching and retrieval system that matches an input document
against a database of documents
– The system includes a feature extractor and a descriptor database, which
lists descriptors derived from features of documents
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Incompatible (Example)

IPR2020-00170

• Proposed modification
– Replace the feature extractor and descriptor database with features
disclosed in a secondary reference.

• Institution Decision:
– A POSITA would have considered the primary reference’s “feature
extractor” and “descriptors” to be significant and essential features.
– The Petition does not explain sufficiently why a POSITA would have
replaced the feature extractor and descriptor.
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Inadequate Explanation (Example)

IPR2020-00152

• Primary Reference
– A surgical stapler with a handle that allows the surgeon to select between two different
staple heights

• Proposed Modification
– Replace the handle in the primary reference
with the handle and elongated shaft in the
secondary reference to make a minimally
invasive surgical stapler

• Institution Decision
– Buttons on the handle are a key feature of the primary reference
– Petition fails to explain how the handle would continue to operate in the combination
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Prior Art Status

Potential Issues
• Printed publication status
• Priority date
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Printed Publication (Example)

IPR2020-00031

• Alleged prior art reference:
– A video demonstration of a prior art system

• Petitioner offered two theories as to why the video was publicly accessible.
– The founder and co-owner of the company presented the video at national seminars
– The video was publicly accessible on the company website

• The Board found Petitioner’s evidence lacked particularity.
– Although the founder testified that he presented the video at seminars, he did not testify as to how
many seminars he presented at, when or where those seminars were, who attended the seminars,
or who watched the video at the seminars
– Petitioner offered no evidence of how the website was indexed, if at all
– Petitioner did not allege that the website was a well-known forum for the community interested in
the subject matter of the video
– Petitioner’s Internet Archive capture did not provide evidence that the video would have been
available on the website (broken link)
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Priority Date (Example)

IPR2020-00143

• Claimed invention:
– Computer memory architecture to switch between serial processing and parallel processing

• Petition:
– Challenged claims are not entitled to
earlier claimed priority date
• Construed “read-only memory”
• The priority application does not
disclose “ready-only memory”

• Board:
– Rejected proposed construction of
“read-only memory”
– Claims entitled to earlier priority date
– Asserted references are not prior art
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Procedural Denials

Potential Issues

• 35 U.S.C. §325(d)

• 35 U.S.C. § 314(a)
• Advanced stage of parallel litigation

• Multiple petitions
• Inefficient use of Board resources
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35 U.S.C. §325(d)

MULTIPLE PROCEEDINGS.—Notwithstanding sections 135(a), 251, and
252, and chapter 30, during the pendency of any post-grant review
under this chapter, if another proceeding or matter involving the patent is
before the Office, the Director may determine the manner in which the
post-grant review or other proceeding or matter may proceed, including
providing for the stay, transfer, consolidation, or termination of any such
matter or proceeding. In determining whether to institute or order a
proceeding under this chapter, chapter 30, or chapter 31, the Director
may take into account whether, and reject the petition or request
because, the same or substantially the same prior art or arguments
previously were presented to the Office.
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Becton Factors
In evaluating whether to exercise discretion under § 325(d), the Board weighs the following nonexclusive factors:
– (a) the similarities and material differences between the asserted art and the prior art involved
during examination;
– (b) the cumulative nature of the asserted art and the prior art evaluated during examination;
– (c) the extent to which the asserted art was evaluated during examination, including whether the
prior art was the basis for rejection;
– (d) the extent of the overlap between the arguments made during examination and the manner in
which Petitioner relies on the prior art or Patent Owner distinguishes the prior art;
– (e) whether Petitioner has pointed out sufficiently how the Examiner erred in its evaluation of the
asserted prior art; and
– (f) the extent to which additional evidence and facts presented in the Petition warrant
reconsideration of prior art or arguments.

Becton, Dickinson & Co. v. B. Braun Melsungen AG, IPR2017-01586, slip op. at 17–18
(Paper 8) (PTAB Dec. 15, 2017) (precedential-in-part).
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35 U.S.C. §325(d) (Example)

IPR2020-00039

• Claimed invention
– A method of treating poultry hatchlings in a hatchling tray that provides a soft gel to be dispensed
through a spray nozzle
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35 U.S.C. §325(d) (Example)

IPR2020-00039

– The examiner rejected the claims in at least six different office actions, in which the
examiner relied on either Johnston or Lewis for teaching or disclosing a majority of the
limitations of the issued claims
– Goff, Lee, and Lopez were not considered by the examiner
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35 U.S.C. §325(d) (Example)

IPR2020-00039

• Board
– The secondary references are cumulative
• The Petition relies on Lee for teaching a “soft gel”
– The examiner relied on a different reference for teaching a “soft gel”
• The Petition relies on Goff for teaching “spray nozzles 18 evenly spaced along a linear
manifold”
– The examiner relied on three different references for teaching nozzles “of approximately
uniform size arranged approximately evenly apart along a manifold.”
– The Petition does not identify any errors committed by the examiner
– All Becton factors favor denial
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35 U.S.C. § 314(a)

The Director may not authorize an inter partes review to be instituted
unless the Director determines that the information presented in the
petition filed under section 311 and any response filed under section 313
shows that there is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would
prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.
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Advanced Stage Of Parallel Litigation
The factors that balance considerations of system efficiency, fairness, and patent quality when a
patent owner raises an argument for discretionary denial due to the advanced state of a parallel
proceeding include:
1. Whether the court granted a stay or evidence exists that one may be granted if a
proceeding is instituted;
2. Proximity of the court’s trial date to the Board’s projected statutory deadline for a final
written decision;
3. Investment in the parallel proceeding by the court and the parties;
4. Overlap between issues raised in the petition and in the parallel proceeding;
5. Whether the petitioner and the defendant in the parallel proceeding are the same party; and
6. Other circumstances that impact the Board’s exercise of discretion, including the merits.

Apple, Inc. v. Fintiv, Inc., IPR2020-00019, Order 5-6
NHK Spring Co. v. Intri-Plex Techs., Inc., IPR2018- 00752, Paper 8
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Multiple Petitions
General Plastics factors:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Whether the same petitioner previously filed a petition directed to the same claims of the same patent;
Whether at the time of filing of the first petition the petitioner knew of the prior art asserted in the second
petition or should have known of it;
Whether at the time of filing of the second petition the petitioner already received the patent owner’s
preliminary response to the first petition or received the Board’s decision on whether to institute review in
the first petition;
The length of time that elapsed between the time the petitioner learned of the prior art asserted in the
second petition and the filing of the second petition;
Whether the petitioner provides adequate explanation for the time elapsed between the filings of multiple
petitions directed to the same claims of the same patent;
The finite resources of the Board; and
The requirement under 35 U.S.C. § 316(a)(11) to issue a final determination not later than 1 year after the
date on which the Director notices institution of review.

General Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd. v. Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, IPR2016-01357, Paper 19 (P.T.A.B.
Sept. 6, 2017)
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Inefficient Use Of Board Resources (Example)

IPR2020-00144

• The Board may consider the number of claims and grounds that meet the reasonable
likelihood standard when deciding whether to institute
–

SAS Q&As, part D, Effect of SAS on future challenges that could be denied for statutory reasons (June 5, 2018). 7

• Petition:
– 4 grounds
– 38 challenged claims

• Institution Decision:
– The Petition was not reasonably likely to succeed on claims 1-32
– Instituting a trial with respect to 38 claims and 4 grounds based on evidence and arguments
directed to only 6 claims and 1 ground would be inefficient
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Inefficient Use Of Board Resources (Additional Examples)
• Claims already invalid in parallel litigation prior to institution
– IPR2020-00348 (District court found claims invalid as indefinite)
– IPR2020-00391 (District court found claims invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 101)

• Requests for advisory opinions
– IPR2020-00271 (seeking, in effect, an advisory opinion that claims are indefinite)
– IPR2020-00397 9 (same)
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Closing Thoughts

Closing Thoughts
• Petitioners should be careful when relying on special and broad claim constructions
to reach the prior art or when not proposing a claim construction in cases where claim
construction is likely required
• Every word of a claim matters—it is important to ensure a 100% match between
asserted combination and the challenged claims
• Consider possible challenges to the motivation to combine
– Is the proposed combination unnecessary, redundant, and/or inadequately explained?
– Is the prior art compatible?
– Does the combination retain key features of the primary reference?

• Address procedural challenges in the Petition
• Note: The Petitioner no longer wins a fact dispute pre-institution (See 37 C.F.R. § 42.108)
(rule change December 9, 2020).
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Please send your NY CLE forms to mcleteam@fr.com
Any questions about the webinar, contact Michelle Zazzero at zazzero@fr.com

A replay of the webinar will be available for viewing at http://www.fr.com/webinars
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